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Merry Christmas and welcome to
the December 2019 edition of
Eye to Eye.  I don’t know whether
it is age or a sign of how busy
2019 has been, but I can’t believe
it is time to write the last
introduction of 2019.

It’s been a busy year with
deliveries to our customers
scheduled right up to Christmas
Eve.  These have included the
introduction of new association
websites, which have been
redesigned to be more mobile
friendly and improve the
individual’s experience once
logged into the member area.

We have developed our social
media offerings this year and we
believe that there is a clear link
between this and growth in the
annual conferences Dot-The-Eye
have organised this year.

Ted must be the most travelled
member of Dot-The-Eye, having
visited five countries in Europe,
two cities in Canada, three cities
in the United States and a many
location throughout the United
Kingdom.

It is fair to say that it has also
been a difficult year in many
ways, not least with the current
political situation in the UK
impacting the growth of the
business. Hopefully 2020 will
bring more clarity.

The challenges we have faced
and overcome have helped us
develop as a team. During the
year we have undertaken some
activities that have resulted in
the development of the Dot-The-
Eye values and helped the new
members of the company
integrate.

We continue to support the
community of Ilminster with our
involvement and sponsorship of
The Minster Miler’s ‘Minster
Mash 5K’, Ilminsterweb, Party on
the Park and now Ilminster
Emporium.

Last year, I took the decision to
give back to the wider
community at Christmas, so for
every member of the team, we
reserved a place for someone
this Christmas with ‘Crisis’ and
we have done the same this year.
We hope it gives those
individuals a chance to rebuild
their lives.

Finally, on behalf of myself and
all at Dot-The-Eye,  I would like to
wish you a healthy, happy and
prosperous 2020.
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FOCUS ON…

Better Newsletters
Richard Tingley, Publications and Communications Assistant

In 2020, according to IBM, human knowledge will be doubling every 12 hours. Due in part to the
internet, it’s hard to imagine how anyone can make themselves heard in the coming knowledge
tsunami. You may be surprised to hear that newsletters and email marketing is still proving to be
an effective and efficient way to get your message across to your customers without them
having to navigate the murky depths of the internet to find the information they want.
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Newsletters are elegant and informative packets of information that can be shared with precisely
who you want and are not necessarily as complicated to put together as you may think.

Content is King
The heart of any good newsletter, be it a simple email update or a multi-page PDF newsletter, is
the content. It does not matter how beautiful your newsletter looks, if the content is not
interesting, relevant, actionable or provides some kind of knowledge or insight, people are not
going to read it.
It is worth spending the time thinking about the message you are trying to get across. Even if you
are using your newsletter to sell products it is important to not focus solely on that. Much better
to build a relationship with your readers with great content rather than pushing for a sale every
time.
As mentioned above, the internet is bursting with information so cast your net wide to search out
shareable information that might interest your customers or clients. Your clients themselves are
also a great source of information or news, so don’t be afraid to contact them to see if they have
anything that would be suitable to share.

The Right People
Spend some time researching who to send your newsletter to. If you have a list of clients, that’s
great, but remember to give them the option to receive your newsletter. With GDPR in Europe and
the CAN-SPAM Act in the US, it is illegal to send unsolicited marketing emails. Speak to your
clients (this will also help in building a relationship with them) for specific permission, make sure
you include subscribe or unsubscribe buttons on your website and make it very clear how their
data will be used.

https://www.modernworkplacelearning.com/cild/mwl/the-effect-of-information-explosion-and-information-half-life/
https://ico.org.uk/for-organisations/guide-to-data-protection/guide-to-the-general-data-protection-regulation-gdpr/
https://www.ftc.gov/tips-advice/business-center/guidance/can-spam-act-compliance-guide-business
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If you’ve been working on your newsletter for a little while there’s a high
chance you’ve read it numerous times and have become a little bit used to

the content, so may not be reading it as carefully as before. This is why
it’s so important to have your newsletter proofread by a third
party.
We’re only human, and Spellcheckers aren’t invincible, so a fresh
pair of eyes can spot that spelling mistake or misplaced comma
you’ve not noticed. They can point out a paragraph that made
perfect sense to you but may be confusing to the reader.

Saying that, however, it doesn’t matter what you do, how careful you are, how many corrections
you have made or how good your proof-reader is, a mistake will find its way in and be noticed by
someone who will delight in telling you about it. Do not worry about it, because it’s going to
happen, just learn from it and make sure you fix it for the next time.

Once you’ve gathered all the content, now is the time to start thinking about how to present it.
There are many online companies (such as mailchimp.com) that provide templates to help you
put together your newsletter. Especially if you are looking at a simple email newsletter, these
need to be simple, easy to read and eye catching. Images are great for catching people’s
attention and the use of white space makes your content clear and gives it room to breathe.
People are more likely to read something that looks simple rather than something that is
cluttered and difficult to see.
If, as in my experience, you are putting together a multi-page pdf newsletter; something that
looks more like a magazine, then design inspiration is everywhere.
Think about the magazines you like to read, or magazines within your industry. Another great
resource for design inspiration is Pinterest. A search for Magazine Design will give you plenty of
references to get your ideas flowing.

The rise of desktop publishing in the late eighties made it easier for anyone to put together
newsletters or leaflets. With so many options it’s easy to get carried away and have multiple
fonts, different sizes, different colours, text effects, etc. But I’ve found (through my own
experience) that things rarely get clearer the more you add. So, keep your design simple. Restrict
yourself to two or three fonts and a few colours (if you have company branding use that). If you
have a creative bent and are concerned that limiting your choices may somehow put a dent in
your creativity, I’ve found that forcing yourself to stick within a framework really helps you to
think more creatively about how you layout your newsletter.
Designing a newsletter can be daunting, especially if you have not done it before, but resources
are there to help you. The most important point is to remember to put your news, the content,
front and centre. Make that the focus and keep it simple.
Fresh Eyes

Keep it Going
Congratulations, you have produced your first newsletter, spent some time on the content and
design and sent it to everyone on your contact list. Now is the time to start thinking about the
next one. It is important to send your newsletter out at a regular time.
There is no set timetable. If you have a smaller newsletter, just an email, then try weekly. If it’s
larger go monthly, or quarterly. The schedule depends upon your client base, the newsletter size

Simplicity in Design

https://mailchimp.com/?ds_rl=1276838&gclid=CjwKCAiA__HvBRACEiwAbViuU95iF1t2mK34k56iZd0qoqyi0XBuYwvep1rCGzfHt2TnfbY55JfbohoCVmMQAvD_BwE&gclsrc=aw.ds
https://www.pinterest.co.uk/
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In conclusion…
If you’ve done a good job, people won’t notice how much work you’ve put into your newsletter,
and it can be a lot of work, but please don’t be daunted by it. It doesn’t need to be a twenty five
page PDF newsletter if you find it works better for you as a simple email newsletter with a few
interesting and salient points. It has to work for you and your customer’s needs.

and your own judgement (again, you don’t want to spam people.
Think of your own email inbox. Think of the spam, oh dear god the

spam…) but once you have set your schedule stick to it. Build
up the momentum, be consistent. People will come to rely on
the fact that your newsletter will arrive when you say it will
arrive, which will reflect well on you.

It’s also good to have a feedback loop in place so you can
make continual improvements to your letter. Check in
regularly with your clients to find out their opinion and pay
attention to those who unsubscribe from your newsletter.
If you can (try not to be annoying) ask them why they
unsubscribed and pay attention to the feedback.

Offering Solutions for Society
and Association Management

Dot-The-Eye would like to wish all
of customers a Merry Christmas
and a Happy New Year.

We look forward to working with you
all throughout 2020.
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www.dot-the-eye.com


Our Year in pictures
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It has been another busy year at Dot-The-Eye and we thought we would share some of our adventures and successes
with you over the next few pages.

Billund, Denmark

Produced Team Portraits

Ted visiting Edinburgh for IDLS Event
Planning day

Herning, Denmark

TED is welcomed to the
Dot-The-Eye Team

February saw the releases of the new IDLSoc Website

Ted visits
Finland

IDLSoc UK Chapter Meeting

The IDLSoc Newsletter
was redesigned in April

Dot-The-Eye Summer Barbecue

Ted attends the
NTDLS in Spain
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Party on the Park

Party on the Park

The INCOSE UK website was released in December

We produced our
company values

ASEC was held in the Royal Armouries Museum in Leeds.

IDLS2019 was held in Edinburgh in October

Last day in the office of
2019 brings Secret Santa.
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I have been mainly in the office environment throughout my working life and have gained some
very helpful knowledge along the way, including most general office procedures and office
etiquette.  I have witnessed a lot of changes over the years and I like to help colleagues
understand and implement these.

I have been a member of the team at Dot-The-Eye for a few years now and have held some varied
and interesting roles.  The role I am in now involves implementing and up-keeping the INCOSE UK
Membership Data Base, processing new and renewing members and aiming to grow the
membership numbers and keep the retention figures to a maximum.  I like the interaction I have
with some of our members, we have some light hearted chitchat which brings an element of
familiarity and fun to my role.

One of my other responsibilities within my role is to keep the membership figures up to date in a
working spreadsheet and at the time of the INCOSE UK Council Meetings, I produce graphs for
the present year and comparisons year on year.  This is a great incentive to me to keep those
figures up, raise the membership numbers and lower the lapsed members numbers. It’s a
personal goal of mine!

Julia Hamilton
EYE SPY

Ilminster Emporium

As the year draws to a close most businesses slow down, but not
here at Dot-the-Eye. Sadly, Weave and Wood, the furniture and
furnishings company we shared the Dyers building with closed in
November. Rather than have another empty shop in the heart of
Ilminster a new company called the Ilminster Emporium has been
launched as a not-for-profit company to offer window and floor

space at reasonable rates to local businesses who
cannot afford a shop. So far we have held two taster
sessions for traders with Christmas Gifts and Crafts
markets on Victorian evening and on Saturday 14
December. Both events proved popular and successful.
Buoyed with this success we are hoping to attract
sufficient interest to open for business on a daily basis
early in the New Year.

Our Finance Officer, John Goodall, talks about a new venture as we head
toward 2020.

John Goodall, Finance Officer

ILMINSTER EMPORIUM

We asked Julia to give an overview of her career at Dot-The-Eye.
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TED’S TRAVELS
Over the past few months Ted has been very busy scooting about the UK and
further afield. Follow Ted on twitter using the hashtag #TedsDTEadventure

Ted was present
throughout ASEC in
Leeds in November.

LEEDS

Ted visited Edinburgh to
attend IDLS2019

EDINBURGHSEATTLE

Ted went on a site visit
to Seattle.
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WALES
Ted visited Newtown
in Montgomeryshire,
Wales for a site visit.

FARNBOROUGH
Ted helped out
with the SEP exam
in Farnborough

HALIFAX
Ted travelled to
Halifax in Nova
Scotia in Canada
for a site visit.
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